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["BUS PANORAMA;" FIGURES IN BRACKETS INDICATE TIME IN MINUTES ELAPSED SINCE START OF PROGRAM; A VIDEO TAPE OF THE PROGRAM SUMMARIZED BELOW CAN BE ORDERED FROM FBIS/VD BY CALLING (703) 487-3388 WITHIN 30 DAYS OF BROADCAST DATE]

1. [16] VIDEO REPORTS FROM COCHABAMBA BY VIVICA JRIVAS -- AN ALLEGED UFO FLEW OVER COCHABAMBA AND LA PAZ. VIDEO OF ALLEGED UFO SHOWN. RELATIVES OF RICHARD CORDOBA, WHO WAS FOUND DEAD, HAVE CLAIMED POLICEMEN IN CIVILIAN CLOTHES HAVE BEEN INTIMIDATING THEM. CORDOBA'S SISTER SHOWN SPEAKING. PARENTS AND TEACHERS AT SCHOOL REPORTED IRREGULARITIES AND DEMANDED PRINCIPAL'S DISMISSAL. PARENT SHOWN SPEAKING.

2. [3] ANNOUNCER-READ REPORT -- A BOLIVIAN AIR FORCE PLANE TRAVELED TO AREA WHERE ALLEGED UFO WAS SPOTTED BUT NOTHING WAS FOUND.

3. [5] VIDEO REPORT -- THE JUSTICE MINISTRY STARTED NATIONWIDE CAMPAIGN TO PRESENT NEW PENAL CODE. JUSTICE MINISTER LUIS VASQUEZ SAID THE GOAL IS TO ADMINISTER IMPARTIAL JUSTICE. VASQUEZ, SUPREME COURT PRESIDENT OSCAR HASENTEUFEL SHOWN SPEAKING.

4. [7] VIDEO REPORT -- THE AUTHORITIES KNOW NOTHING ABOUT CASE OF ALLEGEDLY STOLEN CARS. PROSECUTOR GENERAL OSCAR CREPSO REQUESTED INVESTIGATION. CREPSO SHOWN SPEAKING.
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5. [9] VIDEO REPORT -- VICE PRESIDENT JORGE QUIROGA URGED THE ECONOMIC SECTOR TO NOT SPECULATE ABOUT THE CRISIS FACING ARGENTINA. HE, HOWEVER, ADMITTED THERE COULD BE SOME EFFECTS. QUIROGA STATED THAT THE SITUATION IS BEING FOLLOWED CLOSELY. THERE IS NO NEED TO BE ALARMED, BUT IT IS GOOD TO BE PREPARED, HE ADDED. QUIROGA SHOWN SPEAKING.

6. [10] VIDEO REPORT -- PROBLEM OF ILLEGAL SOFTWARE USE AT CONGRESS WAS OVERCOME.


8. [13] VIDEO REPORT -- TOWNS IN ORURO DEPARTMENT WILL RECEIVE FLOOD RELIEF AID. MAYOR ALEJANDRO CHOQUE SHOWN SPEAKING.


10. [19] HEADLINES.
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